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Developments in
U.S. sanctions
concerning Iran,
Russia and
Venezuela
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Iran - Re-imposition of sanctions
• On August 7, 2018, the U.S. re-imposed secondary sanctions targeting the Iranian
automotive sector and trade in gold, precious metals and certain materials
–

General license for importation of Iranian-origin foodstuffs was revoked

–

Specific licenses for activities in the civil aviation
industry also were revoked on August 7, 2018

• On November 5, 2018, the U.S. re-imposed
all remaining secondary sanctions, including
those targeting Iran’s energy, shipbuilding,
petrochemicals, (re)insurance, and financial sectors
–

General License H / wind-down authorization for
foreign subsidiaries of U.S. companies expired on
November 4, 2018

• On November 5, 2018, the U.S. re-designated certain Iranian parties that were SDNs prior
to January 2016
–

Foreign persons who deal with these Iranian SDNs can face exposure under secondary sanctions
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Iran – Now what?
•
•
•
•
•
•

US officials have repeatedly stated they are serious about enforcement
Too early to see restrictive measures imposed but who wants to go first
Real risk is present
Diligence during underwriting and sanctions clauses are key
Territorial carve out is safer, coupled with a standard sanctions clause
If no territorial carve out, watch out for language of the sanctions clause
– If it only refers to a “breach” or “violation,” may not encompass secondary sanctions as
they create exposure under US law but are not a breach in the same way one violates
primary sanctions

• Iran will try its best to circumvent so extra vigilance is warranted
• Do not forget about mandatory disclosure obligations to US SEC in
quarterly and annual filings (10Q / 10K)
– Not limited to violations, can be triggered even by activity that is permissible
– Applies to foreign “issuers” as well
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Russia – Ratcheting up the pressure
•
•
•
•

CAATSA added new types of secondary sanctions
Has been used to date for certain designations (primarily cyber-related)
Turmoil in Germany – US Ambassador’s letter on exposure under s. 232
Ripple effects still felt from the April 6, 2018 designations of major
companies and wealthy businessmen in Russia
–
–
–
–

Jan. 27, 2019 – de-listing of RUSAL, EN+ and EuroSibEnergo
Mr. Deripaska and Basic Element remain SDNs, among other targets
GAZ Group is still an SDN - General License extended through July 5, 2019
OFAC amended its guidance on “maintenance” activities to expand its
interpretation so more activities are covered by the general license
– No de-listing of Mr. Vekselberg or his interests, including Renova Group
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Russia – More to come?
• On August 8, 2018 U.S. Department of State announced new sanctions
pursuant to Chemical and Biological Weapons Control and Warfare
Elimination Act of 1991
• Round 1 sanctions took effect August 27, 2018
– Termination of all foreign military financing for Russia
– Denial to Russia of any credit, credit guarantees, or financial assistance by U.S. Government
department, agency, or instrumentality
– Export-related measures -- denial of ITAR licenses and EAR licenses for national securitysensitive goods and technology (with a NASA exception)

• Round 2 sanctions?
– Should have been issued on or around November 27, 2018
– Under Round 2 sanctions, Russia could become subject to ban on export/re-export of all EAR
items, import of all Russian items to the US may be restricted, and no U.S. loans to Russia
– More limited measures could be chosen as well (e.g., diplomatic, Aeroflot flight ban)

• New legislation re-introduced in Congress in early 2019
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Venezuela – Escalating tensions
• Since August 2017, you mainly had to worry about primary sanctions that
focused on:
– Extension of credit (including through payment/premium terms) to state-owned entities
– Dealings in securities issued by the Government of Venezuela (GOV) or state-owned
entities
– No major entities were designated as SDNs

• In May 2018, restrictions expanded to:
– Purchase of any debt owed to GOV, including accounts receivable
– Debt owed to GOV pledged as collateral after May 21, 2018
– Sale, transfer, assignment, or pledge as collateral by GOV of any equity interest in which
GOV has >50% ownership interest
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Venezuela – Insurance market impact
• On Jan. 28, OFAC designated Petróleos de Venezuela, S.A. (PdVSA) as an SDN
• Has major implications under primary sanctions but also creates possible
exposure for foreign persons under secondary sanctions if they are found to
provide “material support” to PdVSA
• General Licenses provide (or have provided) temporary relief:
– Overall wind-down authorization expired on February 27 but did not extend to ALBA de
Nicaragua (ALBANISA) at all
– Transactions with PDV Holding, Inc. (PDVH) and CITGO Holding, Inc. (and their
subsidiaries), authorized through the end of July 26 – does not extend to reinsurance of
PDVIC even if the underlying insured is PDVH or CITGO
– Import into the U.S. of petroleum from PdVSA is authorized through the end of April 27
– Transactions of several named U.S. companies with operations in Venezuela involving
PdVSA authorized through the end of July 26
Hogan Lovells
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Practice reminder - OFAC’s “50% rule” in practice
Mr. X was designated as
an SDN. Which other
companies are blocked?
A, B, C, D, F and G are all
blocked due to OFAC’s
“cascading” analysis and
“aggregation” principle.
What if Mr. X, our SDN,
divests from Company A?
Will Company C and
Company D still be
treated as SDNs?
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Divestment abroad?
• If Mr. X divests from Company A. . . OFAC FAQ 402 states that the
transfer of ownership interest done outside the US with no US nexus may
remove restrictions but not if it is “merely a sham transaction”
• The burden is on you to assess whether such divestment was a sham
transaction. Depending on the facts, Companies A, C, and D may still be
considered blocked under the “50% rule”
• As demonstrated by the structure chart, determining blocked status is not
always easy—just screening Company G against OFAC lists will not give
you the full picture
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Blocking
legislation: impacts
and risk
management
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Background
• 8 May 2018: US withdraws from the JCPOA
• Consequences:
1.

Two-tiered schedule for re-introduction of US extraterritorial sanctions previously
lifted under JCPOA (6 August and 4 November 2018)

2.

'Government of Iran' or 'Iranian financial institution' entities re-designated as SDNs
(on 5 November 2018)

3.

Wind-down of various licences:
– General License H (entities owned/controlled by US persons): expired 5 November
2018 – now subject to full scope of US primary embargo against Iran
– Aviation
– Import into the US of Iranian-origin carpets/foodstuffs
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Background (2) – EU Response
• Remainder of EU3+3 confirm their commitment to JCPOA and sanctions
relief; 7 August 2018: EU adopts updated version of Council Regulation
2271/96 (the "EU Blocking Regulation")
• What is the EU Blocking Regulation?
– Originally adopted in 1996 in response to US extraterritorial sanctions against Cuba,
Libya and Iran (still relevant for Cuban and Iranian sanctions)
– Sovereignty legislation – designed to protect the Single Market from foreign laws
– Nullifies the effects within EU of certain listed US sanctions
– Limitations: no protection outside EU; no protection from US measures (eg, asset
seizure, criminal charges, loss of access to US financial system); negligible enforcement
– A bargaining chip? EU aiming for exemptions from US secondary sanctions for EU
companies
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Update of the EU Blocking Regulation (3)
• Application ("EU Operators"):
– Member state nationals (wherever located)
– Any other natural person resident in the EU (except in their country of nationality)
– Natural persons within the EU
– Legal entities incorporated within the EU

• US – EU Groups
Entity Type

Blocking Regulation Applicable?

EU subsidiaries of US companies

Yes

EU branches of US companies

No

US subsidiaries of EU companies

No

US branches of EU companies

Guidance silent – yes?
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Core provisions of the EU Blocking Regulation (1)
• Council Regulation 2271/96 (the
"Blocking Regulation") – update
effective 7 August 2018
• Article 5: No person shall comply, or
omit to comply, with any requirement
or prohibition based on or resulting,
directly or indirectly, from the laws
specified in the Annex or from actions
based thereon or resulting therefrom
• Article 2: Report, if
economic/financial interests…are
affected by [blocked] laws…or by
actions based thereon or resulting
therefrom

Art 5:
Licence to
comply
with US
sanctions

Art 4:
effect of
judgments/
decisions
Art 6:
recovery of
damages
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What are the implications for EU companies?
• “EU operators are free to conduct their business as they see fit in accordance
with EU law and national applicable laws. This means that they are free to
choose whether to start working, continue, or cease business operations in
Iran or Cuba, and whether to engage or not in an economic sector on the
basis of their assessment of the economic situation....”(Q&A5)
• EU companies can:
– Seek authorisation from the EU authorities
– Engage in conversations with US authorities to assess scope of US listed secondary sanctions
– Assess the risks of US secondary sanctions vs. the risks of the EU Blocking Regulation
– Assess which EU jurisdictions have domestic enforcement legislation, and penalties for breach
of EU Blocking Regulation
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Managing the risks
• Implications
– Catch 22: companies need to manage exposure to both regimes
– Enforceability of sanctions-related terms (in TOBAs/policies) for blocked US sanctions
– Care in communications with 3rd parties
– Knock-on impacts of bank/service provider positions
Review current
business –
must assess
impacts of
both US and
EU regimes

Identify
appropriate
compliance
response –
must comply
with Blocking
Regulation!

Review and, if
necessary,
amend policy
and
procedures

Review and, if
necessary,
amend policy
wordings /
contracts /
DUAs / TOBAs

Train your
business

Set your
approach
towards third
party comms
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Impact on contracts
• Do your contract terms reflect your commercial appetite?
• Territorial and other restrictions
• Sanctions Exclusions:
– Remain useful for UN, EU, UK and non-blocked US sanctions compliance
– Potential issues surrounding use for blocked US sanctions compliance
– Mamancochet v Aegis

• Legacy claims
• Notable update to German Anti-Boycott Law (sec. 7 AWV
Außenwirtschaftsverordnung – Foreign Trade and Payments Ordinance)
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Current developments:
view from Lloyd’s

Lloyd’s Market Model
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North Korea (DPRK) – Illicit Maritime Trade
• Evolving techniques to evade sanctions – STS transfers
• Reports and advisories:
– UN Committee on DPRK/ UK / US
– US OFAC Advisories in 2018 – sanctions risks and supply chain risks

• Increased expectation on insurance sector to detect and disrupt
• Issues for direct/ reinsurance – available underwriting information
• Red flags – flags of convenience, voyage irregularities, disable AIS etc
• Actions:
– Developing market guidance to raise awareness and educate
– Working Group of insurers, brokers and associations (cross-market)
– Government + Private Sector partnership – shared intelligence (beyond lists)
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Sanctions Compliance Framework
• Comprehensive risk assessment – sanctions exposure
• Inherent risk – effective controls – residual risk
• Establish risk appetite – changing landscape (EUBR)
• Policies and Procedures – proportionate, accessible, risk appetite in line with
external events
• Management Information – ‘hits’ and regulatory developments
• Governance – SLT actively engaged / informed and SMCR
• Training – kept updated and targeted for high-risk functions (Marine / Aviation –
Underwriters and Claims Handlers)
• Oversight – challenge from SLT and Internal Audit
• Structure – seniority, experience and resourced
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Sanctions Limitation and Exclusion Clauses
• UK Commercial Court (Oct 2018) – judgement against Underwriters
(Mamancochet Mining Ltd)
• Iran related claim – payment of claim before 4th November 2018 would not
‘expose’ Underwriters
• Court said – “exposure” to sanctions meant that the payment had to breach
sanctions as opposed to exposing insurers to a real risk of breach.
• Only US OFAC / UK OFSI could make determination – not the Underwriters
• Clause suspends liability – it does not extinguish liability
• Underwriters – don’t be too quick to invoke clause (seek advice) if insured /
vessel is designated (other lawful options available)
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Where next?
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